Concerning Student Government team and event at McMicken Week

Whereas the core principle of UC 2019, “Community”, will be served by having “the University creating a vibrant campus community”, and

Whereas the Lane | Maesa Platform has a focus on “Spirit”, and specifically to “Build Bearcat Pride Across Campus” will be served by building Pride of McMicken College of Arts and Science, and

Whereas during the week of November 26th – December 1st the Arts and Science Tribunal will be hosting our first McMicken Week, and

Whereas each day during McMicken week there will be series of competitive events that engage the McMicken population of students, faculty and staff, and

Whereas these events will be comprised of different groups of 8-10 students formed by individuals who will compete at these events and will be given points, which will accumulate and the group with the most points will receive a prize, and

Whereas on Thursday, November 29th of McMicken Week Greg Hand will be speaking about the history of the McMicken College of Arts and Science, and

Whereas on Friday, November 30th the A&S Ambassadors will be hosting a volleyball fundraiser with Dean Jackson and his staff, and

Whereas on Saturday December 1st the Arts and Science will host a banquet and will be working in collaboration with the Human Sexuality Class with an end of the Semester Dance “Consent is Sexy”;

Therefore be it resolved that the University of Cincinnati’s Undergraduate Student Government creates a team and hosts an event during McMicken Week 2012.
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